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iPad Apps for Toddlers and Preschoolers
-free or for a small fee-

compliled by. M. Tripsa using the Apple's iTunes app store
Apple, (2012). Apple in education. Retrieved from 
http://www.apple.com/education/apps/.
Toddlers' minds are like sponges - they absorb everything. They need to be entertained 
and engaged all the time. The iPad is an ideal platform for all learning styles. But with so 
many apps available, how do you choose? Toddlers love music, color, rhymes, 
interaction, and repetition. There's something so intuitive and simple about touching 
things on the screen that they just dive in without needing to be shown how it all works.

Bubble Popper (FREE!) 
This is the ultimate Bubble Popper game that combines all of the awesome bubble 
popping challenges into a single app!
Toddlers can have so much fun popping virtual bubbles!
Tubby Tots Visual Infant Soother 0.99 0+!!!
A must have for any parent of a small infant or toddler! Babies, infants and toddlers can 
relax to soothing nature sounds and sharp animated visuals with original relaxing sleepy 
time music. Parents can sit back and watch their children become captivated by the 
soothing sounds and repetitive motions from the Tubby Tots ™. Older toddlers can 
benefit by traditionally counting sheep to help fall asleep.
MY FIRST WORDS- FREE!
Endorsed by tens of thousands of satisfied parents, teachers, and kids the world over. 
Ideal for Kids 1 - 4 Years Old
Cute Baby Flashcards- free!!!!
Cute baby flash cards app is specially designed for your little ones and is suitable for 6-
month-old to 3-year-old babies. Supports English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, 
Greek, Russian, Portuguese (Brazilian), Chinese and Japanese.
Every card is designed so it looks cute and fun for your kids to play and learn. They will 
simply love to watch and hear them again and again.
Toy Story FREE!!!
TO INFINITY AND BEYOND! Toy Story takes you on the adventure of a lifetime: 
A fully interactive reading experience packed with Games, Movie Clips, Coloring Pages, 
Sing-along Tunes, and Surprises on every page. Hear the story read aloud, record your 
own narration, or explore at your own pace.
SPEAK COLORS- free
SpeakColors is an iPad app designed to encourage young children to imitate and use two 
word phrases with color words and common objects. The app is geared toward toddlers 
with speech and language delays, autism, Down syndrome and other developmental 
disorders.
This motivating app increases vocabulary skills, phrase length, and receptive and 
expressive language. SpeakColors contains 7 common colors and 100 colorful 

http://www.apple.com/education/apps/
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bubble-popper-free/id372780969?mt=8
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photographs of objects. Children can record their own voice to name colors, food, 
animals, toys, and common objects.
Famous Nursery Rhymes- free!
Children are just going to love these really popular and playful animated rhymes. It 
encourages your child to develop basic vocabulary with the help of rhyme and rhythm.
Popular Nursery Rhymes- free
You grew up to these and you will love these for your child as well. Some of the greatest 
rhymes are available through this Times Music & Appu Series app. Just download and 
play these, sing along while your kid watches the cute animations. Its a great way to sing, 
learn and grow up. Created by experienced voices and easy on the eye animations, these 
rhymes are perfect for your kids. 9 songs
OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM- ALL IN ONE ACTIVITY CENTER- free
The largest collection of animal activities, song and games in one app!
Now in HD quality graphics and superb musical sound track
-interactive sing along
Animated, Interactive Sing-Along story book for children - The famous “Old 
Macdonald’s Farm” comes to life in an interactive rich song and dance experience. Each 
page presents an animal to see, touch and interact with. Learn the animal names and 
authentic sounds in the process.
PBS Kids Videos for the iPad FREE!
Watch videos from your favorite PBS KIDS television series anytime, anywhere (in the 
USA). “PBS KIDS Video” features more than 1,000 videos from over a dozen top PBS 
KIDS and PBS KIDS GO! television series, including Curious George, The Cat in the 
Hat Knows a Lot About That, Dinosaur Train, SUPER WHY!, Sesame Street and Wild 
Kratts. PBS Kids
CHILD-SAFE
The app provides a safe, child-friendly viewing experience for all ages. Kids can easily 
browse and watch videos at home, on the road, or anywhere with a 3G or WiFi 
connection.
NEW VIDEOS EVERY WEEK
Every week, the app will introduce your child to a new “Weekly Pick,” a set of fun 
educational videos that will engage him or her in reading, science, math and more.
Read Me Stories (Free except when wanting an entire library) !!!!!!!!!
★ A new book EVERY DAY develops your child's love for books and a daily reading 
habit. Wow!!!

✔ Text highlights as read

✔ Touch the characters to explore further story lines
Your child can practice reading - anywhere, anytime - while you’re driving, shopping in 
the grocery store, or having a quick coffee at your favorite cafe. And you can spend 
quality time with your child while teaching the core skills of reading and speaking that 
are so necessary for every child in today’s modern world. 
Imagine your child reading a new book every day, and developing a love for books and 
the habit of reading.
Spend less time searching for apps because there are great new books in Read Me Stories, 
already there, right in the app.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjPRRGxshm4
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/read-me-stories-childrens/id362042422?mt=8
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Magic Piano (by Smule) FREE
-is an app for all ages, but I find it particularly useful for entertaining younger toddlers 
and even babies. From Bruno Mars to Mozart, play the hottest songs effortlessly on the 
#1 piano game, now also available in HD for iPad! Get free songs every day and enjoy 
the largest catalog of songs in any piano app. Turn on game mode to unlock 
achievements and free songs, or just relax and play your favorite tunes. Join the over 10 
million Magic Piano players and experience the fun of playing piano - no lessons needed! 
Featured in the New York Times, TIME, MacWorld, and as the Apple iPhone App of the 
Week, Magic Piano lets you experience the joy of making music and sharing your 
performances with the world.
Another feature is that you can invent your own tune by tapping anywhere on the screen 
to produce notes and chords. You can even connect with other users around the world to 
play an improvised duet!
3D Zoo – free for a limited time
3D Zoo Animal Sound for Toddlers
Entertain and educate your toddler with this simple app full of different authentic animal 
sounds.
Fun part is you can also touch and the animal starts walking to where you have touched 
on the device. Kids love this. When animal is touched then sound is heard with 3D 
animal animation.
Baby Speak: For toddlers 6 months to 3 years of age- free
This unique app features 25 essential words for children and their parents to use when 
communicating with each other. Parents will have access to some of the most common
words children want to use when they are learning to speak.
When toddlers are unable to effectively verbally communicate their wants and needs, 
they may exhibit behavior problems as a way to express themselves. 
With Baby Speak, your child will have access to important first words, such as: 
Yes…No…More…Help…All Done—all creatively designed with colorful illustrations 
to capture your child’s interest. Baby Speak is easy to use. It displays 25 “first words” 
which are paired with a corresponding picture. You and/or your child can tap on the 
image, and it will speak the word in a natural, clear-sounding child’s voice. Not only can 
Baby Speak assist your child in communicating and interacting with you; it can help your 
child begin the process of learning to talk. Baby Speak was proudly developed by parents 
for parents!
Music Color Lite - free!!!
"Music Color Lite" combines between the learning of colors and the familiarity of 
classical music. This integration of music and colors is simply breathtaking. The app is 
very easy to use.
CLICKYSTICKY
Age rating: 1+ | Price $0.99
It’s a sticker book on your iPad with four different scenes to choose from. Let your 
children adventure to outer space, take their imaginations to an African safari, deep 
beneath the sea or play with jets and helicopters. 
We all know how toddlers LOVE sticker books! The big benefit of Clicky Sticky is you 
don’t end up with stickers all over the airplane seat, or your lounge at home! Great for the 
imagination, kids can build different scenes around the themes of ocean, aviation, space, 

http://www.smule.com/magicpiano
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fclickysticky%2Fid365850969%3Fmt%3D8
http://mergemobile.com/apps/clickysticky/
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dolls and safaris. The stickers can even be animated!
Moo, Baa, La La La! ($2.99 for the iPad, $1.99 iPhone),
Start with Moo, Baa La La La! ($2.99 for the iPad, $1.99 iPhone), which just might be 
the world’s first eBoard Book. Created by the children’s author Sandra Boynton, the app 
duplicates her printed book page by page, but adds self-narrating words, touch-animated 
animals and story-related skits, like a trio of pigs that sing in harmony.  NEW YORK 
TIMES
Pat the Bunny ($4.99) 
-offers more to do. It was inspired by the 1940’s children’s book by Dorothy Kunhardt, 
an author who glued things like sandpaper or fake bunny fur to the thick pages. This iPad 
edition has Velcro strips to fasten or unfasten, pages to fingerpaint and — if you have an 
iPad 2 with front-facing camera — the ability to see your own face in a mirror. You can 
also replace the narrator’s voice with your own. NEW YORK TIMES
ShapeBuilder 0.99
When I asked parents for their tried-and-true toddler-app recommendations, 
ShapeBuilder ($.99 for iPhone) kept coming up. Despite being ancient (made in 2009 for 
iPhone), it works well on iPad’s larger screen, offering a set of self-correcting jigsaw 
puzzles with pieces that pop into place to make animals or letters. NEW YORK TIMES
PianoBall and Sound Shaker 2$
Every baby likes to bang on piano keys, and app-equivalent experiences are easy to find. 
For example, both PianoBall ($2) and Sound Shaker ($2) turn your screen into child-
friendly keys or buttons, creating a musical busy box good for exploring pitch, rhythms 
and harmony. NEW YORK TIMES
MONKEY PRESCHOOL LUNCHBOX
Age rating: 1.5+ | Price $0.99
The #1 preschool game in the app store. Learn and have fun by helping monkeys pack 
lunch! Monkey Preschool Lunchbox is a collection of six exciting educational games for 
your preschooler (ages 2 to 5). 
-7 different games that teach kids about colors, letters, counting, shapes, sizes, matching, 
and differences. 
-Lovable animated monkey helps kids along as they play the games.
-Dozens of sounds and voice recordings of colors, letters, fruit names, and more.
-Animated Stickers! Kids get a sticker reward after every other game they win.
-Designed for preschoolers -- no confusing menus or navigation.
-Unlimited play! Each game flows right into the next.
Super cool! A playful monkey cheers you on as you count fruit, put puzzles together, 
match cards. Stickers are your reward and a happy, dancing monkey of course! Highly 
addictive. Some screens might require mom or dad to help their toddler.
DR. SEUSS’S ABC
Age rating: 2+ | Price $2.99
Three ways to read this omBook (Oceanhouse Media digital book):
★ "Read to Me" — listen to the narrated story with words highlighted as they are read
★ "Read it Myself" — read the book in its traditional form
★ "Auto Play" — plays like a movie, automatically reading and turning pages. Great for 
younger children!
Learn the alphabet with Dr. Seuss. It’s hard to pick which Dr. Seuss book to buy first, so 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/moo-baa-la-la-la-for-ipad/id431302275?mt=8%20
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/moo-baa-la-la-la-for-ipad/id431302275?mt=8%20
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/pat-the-bunny/id430902036?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shape-builder-preschool-learning/id306572986?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/pianoball-fun-with-learning/id431494130?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sound-shaker/id336912043?mt=8
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fmonkey-preschool-lunchbox%2Fid328205875%3Fmt%3D8
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fdr-seusss-abc%2Fid354855128%3Fmt%3D8
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why not just start them early with this one. Then you can add The Cat in the Hat next.
MEET BUISCUIT- 2.99
Meet Biscuit introduces the world’s most adorable puppy, a longtime family favorite with 
over 16 million copies in print, and tells the story of how Biscuit got his name. Parents 
and their children can enjoy learning to read English with Biscuit together or young 
readers can explore on their own through independent play. Enjoy the story plus activities 
such as a digital coloring book, memory game and puzzle. The completed coloring 
masterpieces can be shared with friends too.
• Improve reading comprehension by selecting between three narration options: "Auto 
Play", “Read to Me” or “Read to Myself”.
PEKABOOK ZOO- 1.99
Designed for toddlers and preschoolers, Peek-a-Zoo combines the perennial young child's 
favorite game of Peekaboo with another perennial favorite, visiting the zoo.
What separates Peek-a-Zoo from the pack of animal name and sound apps are the 
beautiful illustrations and the surprise element of animals hidden from immediate view, 
just as real animals often are in the zoo or in nature. With a simple tap of the screen, 
animals will emerge into view with an exciting 'pop'. Your child will roar like the lion 
that springs up from the savannah grass or caw like the toucans that fly into a rainforest 
scene.
Work with your child to learn the names and sounds of each animal they discover. Or let 
them play by themselves and make their own discovery.
Talking Tom Cat for iPad (FREE!) – funny!!!!!!!
Tom is your pet cat that responds to your touch and repeats everything you say with a 
funny voice.
You can pet him, poke him or grab his tail.
Record your own videos of Tom, save them to your library, share them on YouTube & 
Facebook or send them by email.
If you have ever had the pleasure of witnessing a toddler and Talking Tom, it is hilarious. 
The cat that mimics the sounds he hears. 
LITTLE STARS- TODDLER GAMES- FREE!
Endorsed by tens of thousands of satisfied parents, teachers, and kids the world over. 
Little Stars - Toddler Games is a fun educational app for Toddlers that covers ten age 
appropriate topics including: First Words, ABC Letter Names and Sounds, Counting and 
recognizing Numbers, Shapes, and Colors. While your toddler is enjoying his race into 
space he will be learning core skills that are critical for the development of every child.
Colors for Preschool 0.99
Approved by teachers, parents and toddlers alike Toddler Teasers Colors teaches while it 
entertains. With a focus on simplicity and full voice overs, toddlers play and learn 
without the need for extra help. The app displays colorful quizzes and offers positive 
reinforcement and fun rewards. The child-safe menu allows parents to customize game 
play and difficulty. 
Use this app and our other single category apps if you want to have separate apps to 
choose for each category or get EVERYTHING in this app and more in Toddler Teasers 
Toddler Preschool Complete.
Tubby Tots Books of Color 0.99 (0+)
A verbal and visual driven color matching application for young children.

http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fthe-cat-in-the-hat-dr-seuss%2Fid353473931%3Fmt%3D8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/talking-tom-cat/id377194688?mt=8
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Watch your young child learn their colors with great enthusiasm when controlling the 
movements of the Tubby Tots™. There are 9 different Tubby Tots™ characters to 
choose from, each representing their own color and with easy to navigate buttons, kids 
can move from one scene to the next with a simple click. Just click the mouse to move 
the character right or left across the screen and also click the characters to make them 
giggle and animate. Through sound, the Tubby Tots™ will verbally ask your child to 
select a color and encourage their success.
Drum Circle 0.99 0+
With Drum Circle Kids your child can create unique jam sessions by tapping to turn five 
colorfully animated drummers on and off with dozens of possible sound combinations. 
Add to the fun by discovering ambient sounds hidden in the scenery. In the learn section, 
kids can swipe from one drum to the next and touch to play each drum while learning fun 
drum facts.
Tally Tots 1.99 (numbers)- 2+
• All new sing-a-long number song!
• 20 different numbers with an activity for each. This is a big app with lots to do.
• Audio and visual cues that help children associate numbers with sounds.
Hiding Hannah- interactive book 2+
Nothing could stop Hannah from hiding. Not food (well, maybe certain snacks), or even 
TV (well, maybe her favorite show, Sock Monkey Dance Party). Whether she’s hiding 
herself or household items, she always has a blast.
And your child will have a blast as well looking for whatever Hannah hides. With 12 fun-
filled pages and hiding places that change each time, it will be a different experience 
every time your child reads it!
Animemory 1.99
1-3 y game
Ready for memory match madness? Meet the animals of Animemory. 
For kids, mums and dads alike - it’s just like having a zoo in the palm of your hand!
Goo Goo 1.99
GooGoo is an interactive book and it features a set of 23 scenes with animals and 
attractive sounds for young kids (toddlers).
Interaction is very simple and intuitive for young kids. Just touch the screen anywhere to 
play the animation. There's also an option called "play as movie" which plays all 
animations in a sequence.
It features 4 modules: peekaboo, seasons, farm animals, jungle stories.
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star- interactive Sing Along- free
Twinkle Little Star is an adorable popular lullaby “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.” This 
fully interactive children’s songbook explores immersive scenes across the night sky. 
From counting sheep to learning the alphabet, this app is everything a parent could look 
for in a children’s application. 
Get full version - No Ads, More Scenes, More Music and future updates!
TALKING GINA- FREE!!!
NEW: Play Patty Cake with Talking Gina the Giraffe (patent pending). This original and 
addictive reflex-building hand clapping game is fun and challenging for all ages! 
ABOUT GINA: Say anything to Gina and she will speak your words back to you the way 
only she knows how. Take good care of her and she will be the best friend you ever had! 
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Make sure not to neglect her or treat her badly or she won’t be as cheery. Not to worry 
though, you can be sure to keep her happy by playing 48 levels of Patty Cake, an 
addictive hand clapping game that will improve your reflexes, your hand-eye 
coordination and your friendship with Gina! She’ll thank you for it!
PHONE FOR KIDS- all in one activity center- FREE!
Phone for Kids transforms your iPhone/iPad to a complete Child Safe Phone 
environment. Here they will find touch sensitive menus with no less than 24 unique 
educational games and activity design to interact, entertain and teach. Phone for kids 
includes easy to digest educational materials about: Colors, Numbers, Letters, Shapes, 
Directions, Days of the week, Animals, Drawings and much more. The perfect way to use 
your iPhone/iPad/iPod-Touch as a complete learning and playing experience for your 
babies, toddlers and children of various ages.
SPOT THE ANIMALS 2- free
Based on one of our popular applications, the sequel to Spot the Animal, is sure to get 
your child to engross in finding more animals that is on the loose. Spot the Animal 2 is a 
fun and exciting game that engage the children to find different type of animals hidden 
within the farm. Click “…More” to learn why you should download this App today! 
In this game, more animals are being introduced to the little one and allow them to 
explore different species.
Peekaboo HD- free!!
Sweet animals that your child will adore. Let your child have fun while learning animal 
names and sounds. This easy-to-use app was designed for your toddler to play and learn 
at the same time. The game contains both visual, verbal, and auditory cues and can be 
setup as recreation from toddlers, as cue cards to learn animal names in Spanish or 
English, or with the written names displayed as a cue before the animal is revealed to 
nurture intrinsic visual reading skills in toddlers.
Key Features:

✔Well-known animals✔ Classic scenery✔ Voice over and text in English and Spanish

✔ Adult and child voices ✔ Toddler-proof setup screen

Best Word Book- free!
The main pictures in this app are designed to stimulate your child to talk about the 
situations, people and objects shown, while the labeled picture around the main picture 
will help to build up and broaden your child's vocabulary. You can establish a 
comfortable and relaxed atmosphere and allow your child to talk freely about the picture.
"Do you know" require your child to related back to his or her own experience and make 
personal responses. Use this opportunity to get to know your child better.
"Let's talk about" can encourage our child to use his or her imagination to reason and 
make predictions. Encourage and accept a variety of answer and gently challenge your 
child to give reasons for his or her responses.
Build It Up- free!
Build it up helps develop visual perception skills and fine motor skills among toddlers 
aged 2.5+ years old. It also helps develop primary math concepts such as size, top and 
bottom, before and after. 
HOW TO PLAY: Each board displays parts of an image. The goal of the game is to 
assemble the parts correctly, one on top of the other, to create the whole image.
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BABY FINGER HD- free
Baby Finger is your baby's best friend!
Every tap of a finger will bring a world of surprise!
ZOOALA LITE- free
ZOOLA is a cute, fun and educational app that teaches small children about animal 
families and the sounds they make. 
The app offers more than 300 heart-melting HD photos of a mommy, daddy and baby of 
each animal type. ZOOLA will teach and entertain small youngsters for hours.
ROBOT LAB- 0.99
At only 99c Robot Lab is very good value. An easy game for a toddler to master and lots 
of fun! You build your own robots from pieces of scrap and then you get to play a short 
game and watch your tailor-made robot in action. This game helps build creativity and 
there are endless combinations to make, so lots of entertainment to boot.
The Monster at the End of this Book- 3.99
The Monster at the End of This Book enhances the classic Sesame Street book with a 
completely immersive experience that draws children right into the story. Join lovable, 
furry old Grover as he tries his very hardest to tie down pages and build brick walls— all 
to keep readers away from the monster at the end of this book. The all-time favorite you 
loved as a child comes alive for today’s young readers with interactive play, plus touch-
point animation.
Families can share this giggle-filled story together in a brand-new way that children will 
ask to read again and again. The Monster at the End of This Book is a truly enchanting 
reading experience for kids—and monsters—of all ages.
SOUND TOUCH Lite- free (4.99 Sound Touch)
A simple concept that is extremely engaging, my toddler returns to this app on her own 
over and over again. Aimed at the 2 – 4 year old market, it teaches about the relationship 
between visual learning and learning through sound association. Sound Touch has over 
250 pictures and sounds. Kids simply tap on a picture in one of the categories and a 
corresponding photo and sound pops up. There are six categories – household items, wild 
animals, domestic animals, birds, vehicles and musical instruments. 
FISH SCHOOL HD 1.99
Fish School is a very basic app for learning letters, numbers, shapes and colors and if you 
have a fish lover in your house it will be popular (so popular that ours has accidentally 
been deleted twice because Miss M holds her finger on the app for too long when 
opening). The game involves a school of fish who transform themselves with each swipe 
into letters, numbers or shapes. There is also a game to pick out fish with particular colors
and differences. It’s a great introduction to the ABC song as your toddler can set the pace 
of the tune.
MUSICAL ME 1.99
Most young kids love music, and this app is devoted entirely to teaching the fundamental 
components of music (not an ABC or number in site!). Mozzarella the Mouse takes your 
toddler on a musical journey through five activities that explore pitch, rhythm, notes and 
instrumentation. Even I enjoy playing the memory game on Musical Me!
ELMO LOVES ABC- free
Elmo loves this app! It has songs and videos about letters. It has coloring pages and 
games about letters. It has all the letters from A to Z! Elmo even made a new alphabet 

http://tocaboca.com/game/toca-robot-lab/
http://www.callaway.com/apps-sesame_street.html
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/sound-touch/id348094440?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/fish-school-hd-by-duck-duck/id367567922?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/musical-me-by-duck-duck-moose/id441152315?mt=8
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song for it. Elmo thinks it’s the best ABC app ever! Come on! Explore the alphabet with 
Elmo! Elmo Loves ABC is a jam-packed app for learning the alphabet. Kids choose a 
letter, trace their finger over the letter, and if correct they are presented with 3 videos 
about the letter. There is also the option to color in pictures from the clips, as well as a 
hide and seek game. Elmo is continually in the background encouraging your toddler 
forward. This game does involve some level of parental participation as tracing over the 
letters is not always easy for a toddler. This app also includes a couple of fun versions of 
the alphabet song. Overall there is lots of variety and fun.
ELMO’S MONSTER MAKER 3.99
Elmo is presented with a group of faceless monsters (that is monsters in the Sesame street 
sense, not the scary variety) and it is up to the player to design the monsters with eyes, 
nose, mouth, horns, ears, hats etc. Elmo’s Monster Maker is more of a fun and artistic 
app from Sesame Street compared to their usual relentless education angle. However, it 
does subtly teach about faces and facial features. Great for encouraging independent 
thought and creativity!
PEEKABOO WILD- 1.99
In the waving grasses of the African savannah, friendly wild animals are waiting to pop 
out and surprise your little one. Try and guess who they are; tap the rustling grass to find 
out!
Have a great time with your child learning the names of animals--in English or Spanish--
and hearing the sounds they make! Younger children will love peeking through the grass 
to find a new animal, as they learn about cause and effect and become familiar with 
animal names and sounds. Older children will enjoy guessing animals by sound, then 
seeing the animal names, which helps develop early literacy skills.
Itsy Bitsy Spider 1.99
A friendly tutor (a fly!) teaches your child about nature and the environment.
It’s well animated and there’s lots interaction as most elements on the screen move, speak 
or partake in amusing antics. To navigate between the 3 screens your toddler simply taps 
the spider. It has lots of built in learning activities, such as questions about nature, 
counting, finding hidden eggs, making music with the musical eggs and stacking hats on 
the spider. You can even record your own rendition of the song!
In the Night Garden HD 1.99
-is an ever so simple app and for an adult it comes across as a little lacking in content, but 
for a 2 year old who loves ‘In the Night Garden’ it’s the bees knees! Using the Night 
Garden characters and locations you can play hide and seek or you can help Makka 
Pakka wash things. It has all the signature songs and dancing, so to put it simply ‘YES’ 
you will have to listen to the Iggle Piggle and Upsy Daisy song over and over again, and 
you may also never get your hands on your iPad again.
Toddler Counting ($1)
There's a bunch of cows, and you count them with your finger. The program counts with 
you, and then applauds when you're done. Then there are a bunch of strawberries. You 
count those. Applause. Sound boring? Not to a 2-year-old. That positive reinforcement 
puts a huge smile on their face every single time.
Doodle Buddy (FREE!) 
-is an app that allows the user to draw, paint, stamp, etc. on a blank canvas. Shake the 
iPad to clear and start

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/elmo-loves-abcs-for-ipad/id426747278?mt=8or
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/elmos-monster-maker/id350361202?mt
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/itsy-bitsy-spider-hd-by-duck/id378995141?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/in-the-night-garden-hd/id421153370?mt=8
http://www.inthenightgarden.co.uk/en/visit-igglepiggle.asphttp:/www.babylovestotravel.com/?p=1510
http://www.inthenightgarden.co.uk/en/visit-upsydaisy.asp
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id364201083?mt=8
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Hello Crayons (FREE!)
Hello Crayons allows the user to color, paint, and even save projects
Animal Sounds (FREE!) 
This app has potential, but I have yet to figure out how to pay the $0.99 to get the full 
version. This app is easy to choose an animal and hear its sound
Giraffe's Matching Zoo (Free or $0.99 for deluxe version) 
This app matches animals. The nice thing about it is once you match, the pairs don't go 
away but stay visible so the user can still see view them
Shapes (FREE!) 
The shapes app has three different options for learning shapes- quizzing, flash cards, and 
games (toy
Preschool Touch (FREE!) 
Preschool farm animal touch app gives a picture of three farm animals and the user has to 
pick the correct
See. Touch. Learn. (FREE!) 
This app is a great one if I had more time to devote to it. With the content available, you 
can create lessons for your child about letters, animals, food, body part identification, etc
Flashcards for iPad (free)
It contains hundreds of children flashcards in a number of learning categories and has 2nd 
language support in 4 languages (German, French, Italian and Spanish). 
Each interactive flashcard is beautifully illustrated and professionally recorded making 
this a must have educational apps for toddlers and preschoolers
Futaba Word Games- free
Futaba is a leading educational classroom app designed for multi-player fun on the iPad.
Up to 4 players sit around the iPad and play 3 rounds of "word snap" matching images 
with the correct answer. The player who guesses the word correctly first, earns a point. 
The player with the most points at the end of 3 rounds is declared the winner
Alphabet Blocks 3D- 0.99
Alphabet Blocks 3D brings an old favorite to life in a new way - children can interact 
with this vintage children's block toy right on your iPad!
This entire application is beautifully illustrated and has entertaining sound effects and 
animations that your children will love.
With Alphabet Blocks, you children won't just be having fun - they'll also be learning 
how to pronounce letters and animals by name and sound, as well as helping understand 
how objects around them move and interact.
FIND THEM ALL: Looking for Animals- free
"Find them all: looking for animals" is a game for CHILDREN FROM 2 TO 8 YEARS 
which offers them the opportunity to see animals in their natural habitat (farm, savannah, 
desert, etc.).
Families 1, Families 2- free
Families helps develop important cognitive skills such as: categorization, 
conceptualization, generalization and abstraction. It also helps develop visual perception 
skills and fine motor skills. With parental assistance it can also develop language skills, 
for example, by naming the families, objects and colors.
In Families 1, the families are made of 4 images that are all alike with a slight visual 
variation. It is designed for children aged 2+. 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hello-crayons/id440149103?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/animal-sounds-fun-toddler/id445259736?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/giraffes-matching-zoo/id320105340?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shapes-toddler-preschool/id303153532?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/preschool-games-farm-animals/id439478226?mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/see.touch.learn./id406826506?mt=8
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In Families 2, the families are made of 4 different images that are conceptually related. It 
is designed for children aged 3+.
iCity for Kids- free
The iCity for Kids is a awesome way to teach and entertain young children the vehicles's 
names. 
The kid can also switch the colors of the animals to keep the learning more interactive. 
The city is composed by: 
Airplane, Truck, Car, Rocket, Helicopter, Motorcycle, Ship, Bus, Tractor, Train.
Kids Cars – Flash cards Car Games for Children- free
*** Kids love cars! ***
Kids Cars flash cards is a wonderful kids educational activity designed to expose kids to 
the world of colors and sounds while enjoying their favorite cars of many types, shapes 
and colors.
Kids Cars keeps your kids engaged and entertained by the wonderful car illustrations and 
sounds, and at the same time teaches colors, car types, improves concentration, motoric 
skills and memory.
Lazy Town Boo Clips- free
A storybook with videos on every page, interactive animations, puzzle, a coloring book, 
workout videos, songs, a 3D mode, a Spanish version, sign language interpretation, a 
dynamic page flip, a bookmark and more!
Learn The Object- free
Do Dog and Fish both start with the same letter? Download Learn the Letter to watch 
your child begin to make distinctions between beginning sounds and letters of words. 
Kids will recognize familiar objects and be asked to drag the object that begins with the 
given letter into a box. Not sure which object works? Our helpful voiceovers aid children 
by naming each object when tapped. Play multiple times to get different objects each 
time! Various categories.
Learning with the Lion- free ESL
Learn with the Lion uses a colorful and intuitive method to learn the language. .
Learn a second language (Spanish, German, Hungarian, Russian and English are 
available).
In 'Click and Learn' mode select either audio, writing or both. You can also have these in 
different languages to help your understanding.
Options to change font, color, and to select lowercase, UPPERCASE, or First Letter 
Capital.
Suitable for children 1 - 6 or anyone who's looking to learn a new language.
Puzzle Genius HD Animal Kingdom 0.99
All children that like puzzles will love this app! The theme of this app is animals. It 
combines fun and learning so that your child can enjoy a classic puzzle with a modern 
twist. It can keep your toddler busy in the car, when you are cooking, at a party or just 
before bedtime. Your child can complete these puzzles without your help so it can learn 
and play individually or with friends.
No ads!
It's like playing with a classic wooden puzzle.
Learning with puzzles or Learning with puzzles 2- free
Learning with puzzles helps your child learn while having fun. Kids can learn about 
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objects up to 5 categories in an interactive way as they drag little jigsaw pieces to solve 
the puzzle. They can choose three levels of difficulty-easy, medium and hard. There are 
over 20 different and exciting puzzles to be solved each in 5 different categories 
(animals, birds, fishes, fruits, vegetables).
Your little one is having difficulty remembering so many faces at home? With the custom 
category feature you can add your own family category and add images of relatives with 
their names and see the smile on your kid's face when he/she solves their puzzles 
correctly while learning at the same time. Use this custom category feature to create your 
own selections from your photo album and help your child learn quickly while having 
great fun.
Abby Animals- First Words Preschool Free HD- free
Monkey Abby keeps coming back! As always, with many new tricks and lots of fun. 
Today, she teaches you words from more than *seven thematic categories!* Come and 
explore with Abby all the colorful words from the exciting world of Numbers (10 words), 
Common Words (66 words), Colors (11 words), Fairy Tales (13 words), Shapes (12 
words), Animals (30 words), and Fruits & Vegetables (12 words)! All in all, 154 words in 
just one app -- yes, you read correctly! Note: lite version includes "Animals" category 
only.
Abby- Animal Preschool Shape Puzzle- free
Want some fun for your child? Animal Preschool Shape Puzzles is a must-have! Let your 
toddler play with it, while developing his or her critical fine motor skills, and learning 
animal images and sounds! Preschool Shape Puzzles, developed by well-loved 
educational experts with more than two-decade old teaching experience, is a wonderful 
game for all toddlers. Try it and enjoy how your children make progress while being 
entertained! Buy this app from our extremely successful series right now!
Abby – Basic Skills Preschool: Counting, Letters, Puzzles Colors, Shapes, Patterns, 
Matching and more 1.99
Letters, Counting, Puzzles, Sizes, Shadows, Matching, Colors, Shapes, Differences, 
Patterns and more -- you are on the right address!
Abby's Basic Skills application is a new application from a series developed by a team of 
educational experts from 22learn designed to best prepare your children for success in the 
kindergarten curriculum. Its simple child-friendly interface offers children an engaging 
way to master the essential skills in the total of 12 (!) DIFFERENT EXCITING 
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES (ten educational activities + two creative activities). We 
sincerely hope your children will enjoy them all!
Animal Fun- free
Animal Fun is a simple animal learning program for children. Children learn about 
animals by seeing and hearing the sounds an animal makes. It combines an easy-to-use 
interface and fun sound effects to entertain children while they learn.
Features
* 50+ animals
* touch/tap to change animal
* hear the animal name, the animal sound effect, or the animal name spelled
* individual letters are highlighted as the animal name is being spelled
Alphabet Animals- 1.99
Alphabet Animals is an innovative app that can help kids to learn letters. It is shown by 
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pictures, pronunciations and different colors, for helping your kids to learn letters in 
happy mood. 
It has two modes to be chosen, in ‘Play’ mode, your kids can hear the pronunciations of 
the letters and the words of corresponding animals, and learn how to write the letters, 
after that they also could practice to write the letters with six colors. In ‘Animals’ mode, 
it can help your kids to consolidate the letters’ pronunciation & writing. Just get one!
Animal Bus Stop- free
After a long busy day at the city all the animals are gathering at the animal bus stop to go 
home. As the night falls, work with your toddler to identify the animals with their sounds 
and shapes. Then tap to turn the bus stop light on to find out who it really is. Also, the 
animal spelling is shown and the letters are uttered followed by the pronunciation. The 
bus will arrive shortly and pickup the animal and soon it will be another animal on its 
way to the bus stop.
Animal Forest- free
A rich and colorful upbeat children’s game which introduces a wide variety of forest and 
wildlife animals and teaches children each animal’s name. This game is packed with 
joyous colors, remarkable animation technology and humorous sound effects for whole 
the family to enjoy.
TabTale’s interactive storybooks & apps provide an exciting and interactive experience 
for our most beloved children's stories. Richly filled with innovative and engaging 
activities, our books & apps inspires young children’s creativity and imagination in a 
uniquely enjoyable and interactive way.
At the Park By Jolly Giraffe- free
The "Where Am I?" books series invites young children to enjoy spotting and naming 
familiar objects in their surroundings. 
The fun task of identifying items reinforces observation, numeracy and memory skills as 
well as concept formation. 
The bright, colorful illustrations provide an interactive environment to explore while 
enjoying an exciting adventure with the whole family. 
The themes in the "Where Am I?" series are: 
*At My Home* *In My City" *On the Farm* *At the Zoo**The Seasons**At the Park*
Baby Peekaboo Learn Opposites- free
Want to let your child learn opposites early? This educational e-book is the right 
application for that! 
Baby Peekaboo: Learn Opposites! teaches children how to distinguish opposite words 
and ideas through awesome graphics and voice. An entertaining environment occupied by 
more than 10 cute animated animals will help explain opposite ideas such as “far and 
“near”, “fast and slow”, and “heavy and light”. Kids will surely learn opposite words in 
no time! This edutainment application makes learning opposite words a fun activity!
JIBJAB JR BOOKS- FREE
With JibJab Jr. Books, you can make your child the STAR of the show. In just a few 
simple swipes, you can create personalized storybooks that feature your child’s face and 
name. Your child will be enthralled by the great stories, colorful art, and awesome 
animations in every JibJab Jr. book. Our mission is to enhance the special wind-down 
time you spend with your child sharing stories at bedtime. So download the app, turn out 
the lights and take your child on a personalized journey unlike anything they’ve ever 
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experienced before!
PRE-K LETTERS AND NUMBERS- free!!!
BrightStartApps is an interactive learning system that teaches children Letters, Words, 
Numbers and Phonics in a fun and engaging way following government curriculum's 
adopted in UK, US and Canada from pre-K to grade 5. The application brings together 
experiences in the classroom to your children's hands with the bonus of allowing parents 
and teachers to monitor their performance.
SCOUT AND ME (only iPhone?)- free
And LeapFrog knows fun. We’re a leader in education entertainment—creating award-
winning toys and reading and mobile learning systems that make play and learning even 
more fun. As a brand trusted by parents, valued by teachers and loved by children, our 
mission is to inspire a lifelong love of discovery—one giggle at a time!
PRESCHOOL MEMORY MATCH
A unique, educational and fun Memory Match adventure.
120+ items in 6 preschool categories with HD graphics and sounds
Preschool Memory Match is a comprehensive preschool activity of memory matching 
games. Fully configurable to enable numerous game settings, options and stages. 
Equipped with over 120 colorful, vivid items in 6 major preschool categories.
Improve concentration, memory and motor skills while playing a rich and fun game.
TODDLER PUZZLE SHAPES- free
Toddler Puzzle games are especially made for our little kids, developed by parents and 
tested by children. They are fun, engaging and educational. 
The puzzles' are ideal for bilingual kids as the app offers several languages to choose 
from.
Touch and learn ABC
What a wonderful way to learn your ABC's and 123's. Free and fully customizable too!
Endorsed by tens of thousands of satisfied parents, teachers, and kids the world over. 
Touch and Learn is a powerful new gaming platform that allows you to introduce new 
concepts in a fun and exciting new way.
iFish Pond (HD)- 1.99 (2.99)
Immerse yourself in an entirely new pond experience. Listen to the soothing forest 
ambience. Drag your fingers across the water and see the ripples bounce up and down. 
Flick your wrist to cast the rod. Keep your eye on the bobber. Watch the fish nibble. 
Quick! Pull back to hook it! Reel it in and admire your catch. Catch enough and you'll 
unlock fantastic interactive creatures. Don't feel like fishing? Put the rod away and just 
enjoy the sounds and play with the pond life. Touch twice to feed the koi. Everything is 
beautifully rendered to provide a fully realistic setting.
TODDLER GAMES- TOYS BY PHOTO TOUCH
My Toddler loves this game and learned his toys so fast. Definitely worth it!
Warning: Your child will keep begging for your iPhone or iPad after they try this app.
Endorsed by tens of thousands of satisfied parents, teachers, and kids the world over. 
Photo Touch is an exciting educational game that helps your child rapidly learn words 
and objects by sight, sound, and touch. The interface is so easy to use that even a 9 month 
old baby will delight in using this app. Ideal for ages 0 to 6.
TALKING PICTURE BOARD- 1.99
A simple picture board for children containing over 450 pictures organized in 28 
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categories such as animals, people, food, toys etc. The names of the pictures are spoken 
when pictures are clicked. The pictures can be dragged and saved into two different 
playing boards called piggy banks for later study or for use to form pictorial sentences. 
Designed for children of any age or used as an assistive device for children with 
expressive speech delay.
THE TRULY GREAT NOODLE 2.99
Prepare yourself for a remarkable and immersive journey into this fully interactive 
eBook, where lovable characters spring to life as you activate animated elements on each 
page. Your child will adore this educational and engaging storybook built with cutting 
edge technology for the iPad. 
Help strengthen your child’s reading skills as they follow along with the narrator in 
classic “Storybook” mode or practice reading while recording their own voice!
MOO, BAA, LA, LA LA 3.99
JUST MOO IT! Sandra Boynton’s best-selling book of all time comes alive with sound 
and movement and gloriously unpredictable interactivity. The wryly inventive Moo, Baa, 
La La La! digital book app will intrigue and amuse little kids and big people alike, and 
perhaps even elicit an appreciative snort from the occasional uninvited rhinoceros.
FISH SCHOOL HD
Age rating: 1+ | Price $1.99
This new educational app is disguised as a fish tank of fun. Brought to you by the much 
loved developer Duck Duck Moose, colorful fish turn into letters, numbers and shapes. 
Best for toddlers and preschoolers starting to learn the alphabet.
The screen for “play time” is a recess for your child amid all the learning. We started 
with the screen that sings her the alphabet with the fish arranging themselves into the 
letters.
LETTERS A TO Z
Age rating: 1+ | Price $0.99
A simple and quiet alphabet sequence. Great for toddlers (and parents) that are turned off 
by louder, more complicated games. At first glance it looks like you’re only going to get 
letters on a card, but don’t forget to touch the letters and the pictures.
The letters will be read to you and the pictures have a bit of animation. Recommended for 
kids that are new to the iPad and not yet addicted to hidden objects or a faster pace.
FIRSTWORDS: ANIMALS !!!!!
Age rating: 1+ | Price $1.99
More than just a game, First Words Animals is a powerful educational tool for the 
toddlers and tots in your life. It provides hours of fun, laughter and learning.
If your child is old enough to ask for your phone, they're old enough for First Words
Animals!
First Words Animals will help your child:
== develop fine motor skills
== learn to recognize and match letters
== learn the sounds letters make
== learn the names of letters
== learn how to spell words
Of course, they won't just be learning, they'll also be laughing and having fun with 45 of 
their favorite animal friends, beautifully illustrated and matched with entertaining animal 

http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Ffish-school-hd-by-duck-duck%2Fid367567922%3Fmt%3D8
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fletters-a-to-z-for-ipad-from%2Fid364047351%3Fmt%3D8
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=xt8xE5rrnws&subid=&offerid=146261.1&type=10&tmpid=3909&RD_PARM1=http%3A%2F%2Fitunes.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Ffirstwords-animals%2Fid294536447%3Fmt%3D8
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sounds.
First Words Animals is toddler-tested and approved, with a user-interface designed 
specifically for the littlest of fingers. More than just a game, it is a sophisticated learning 
tool that engages your child, encourages exploration, and helps them begin building a 
deep understanding of the relationships between letter and words.
BabyTV HD (FREE TRIAL, 4.99 subscription monthly!) 
*** Available languages - English, Spanish, Mandarin, Portuguese, Polish, German, 
Italian, French, Japanese, Arabic.
A unique viewing experience from BabyTV channel is now available on your Iphone and 
Ipad devices! 
Access hundreds of episodes with this child-friendly app, and view our popular shows 
wherever you go.
Favorite videos can be downloaded to your device and stored for the duration of your 
subscription so you can watch them any time– no need for WiFi. 
BabyTV’s app is perfect for a car-ride, a wait at the dentist's office, or even a long flight.

20 great apps recommended by some of my teacher friends for 4 and 5 year olds
Drawing Box
Finger Numbers
Toca kitchen monsters
Any Toca apps
Star walk or star tracker
Storia This app is through scholastic and it is a reader for scholastic books which are very 
inexpensive and it will read to the kids, too 
Toontastic or Puppet Pals
Angry Birds
Touch cats or touch dogs
Easy bake oven
Starfall
LetterSchool
Any Toca Boca apps
Astrid & Siri
Stella and Sam Adventure
MyPlayhome
Monkey Preschool Lunchbox
Scribble Press!!!
Buzzle and Counting Animal Finger Puppets are great free apps

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/animal-memory-game-hd-by-babytv/id424319620?mt=8

